Reduced top-down influences in contour detection in schizophrenia.
Chronic schizophrenia patients have previously demonstrated performance deficits in contour integration tasks. The purpose of this study was to investigate whether schizophrenia patients, spanning a range of illness severity, would demonstrate responsiveness to manipulations that recruit top-down processing strategies involving learning and sequencing effects in a contour integration task. We administered a contour integration test over four consecutive days and in two different presentation conditions each day. In one condition, the stimuli were administered in order of increasing difficulty, and in the other they were presented in random order. The order in which these two conditions were presented was counterbalanced across days and participants. In addition, a nonschizophrenia psychotic disorders control group was included to determine if past findings of a contour integration deficit in schizophrenia could be replicated in the presence of a symptomatically similar control group. All groups demonstrated similar learning curves across the four days and generally similar overall levels of performance, with the exception of the group of the most chronic schizophrenia patients. In addition, the order in which the stimuli were presented to subjects affected their performance, with higher scores achieved for all groups in the condition where the stimuli were presented in increasing order of difficulty. Interaction effects revealed that the effects of order presentation were greater for nonpatient than for psychotic patients. These data are further evidence that perceptual organization impairments in schizophrenia are illness severity-related, and that schizophrenia patients as a whole are less sensitive to top-down manipulations in this type of task.